
Try this three minute trick to refresh your brain. 

There is now ample (and constantly increasing) evidence that exposure to nature is good for 

us…good for our bodies, (fresh air, sun, exercise) good for our souls,(beauty, variety, space) and also 

good for our brains. See https://www.newscientist.com/article/2206249-two-hours-a-week-spent-

outdoors-in-nature-linked-with-better-health/  for just one article about this. 

 So how can we get the benefits of nature when stuck indoors in the office, with lots more work to 

do and nothing green in sight? 

Try listening to birdsong for three minutes with your eyes closed, or even as background while 

doing tasks such as filing blood results. It is like having a cool shower for your overheated brain. 

The internet has many examples, why not try a three minute visit to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HQZKjlxcts&t=48s&ab_channel=johnnielawson 

You will find wonderful birdsong there. The man who posted it writes about how it helps…try it and 

see if it works for you! 

 

 

Lawson writes…. 

Nature sounds, with the soothing sound of a waterfall, forest sounds or birdsong are relaxing to our 

minds and help us to sleep, study, relaxation or for meditation. We are able to relax with these 

peaceful sounds of nature which have accompanied us since the dawn of time. We are familiar with 

nature’s rhythms. They are part of our own rhythms, we feel safe and comfortable with the sounds of 

nature. We find nature sounds to be very therapeutic and stress relieving. Natures relaxing sounds 

can heal many disorders and illnesses, particularly those imposed by the stress of modern societies. 

All we have to do is simply listen to these healing sounds of nature regularly. Forest sounds, birdsong 

and waterfall sounds are perfect for improving and accompanying a relaxation, meditation or 

mindfulness program. …. 

Take a few moments out of your busy day for relaxation and or meditation, sit or lie in a relaxing 

position and let these calming nature sounds and images melt away your stress and tension. It is a 

good idea to, everyday take some time away from your normal hectic schedule for quiet relaxation. 

Let the soothing nature sounds of this natural scene, relax and calm you. As you listen to these 

soothing sounds of the forest, water, lake, sea, river, waterfall or birdsong, breath in a relaxed 

manner, feel positive energy travel throughout your mind and body. This meditation will rejuvenate 

you and help you to replenish your energy to face the rest of your day or help you to sleep better. 

Study after study has proven that the healing sounds of the forest, water, lake, sea, river or waterfall 

and birdsong help people to find a peace within themselves which assists healing of many conditions 

and illnesses. ….. 

Take time to relax with these soothing images and nature sounds. This peaceful natural soundscape 

has been created specifically to help you in your life, take advantage of its healing energy and relax 

with it daily, play it during the day as you work, study or relax, play it at night to help you get a better 

sleep.  
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